Informed Visibility®
Mail Quality Data (MQD) Fact Sheet
Providing mailers easier access to Mail Quality Data reporting to facilitate mailer
success in Streamlined Mail Entry program participation
BENEFITS
 Receive Uncapped Mail

Quality Data (Mailer
Scorecard error
details)
 Option to receive data
as Daily, Weekly, or
Monthly feeds
 Create/Manage data
feeds (subscriptions)
for the programs and
error types of your
choice
 Customize the data
fields to be received in
your feeds and
arrange the order in
which the data is
presented
 Access data as an
online download or
from an SFTP server
 Supported Roles:
eDoc Submitter, Mail
Preparer, Mail Owner,
Transportation
Carrier
Note: Data Delegation is
not currently available
for Mail Quality Data
(MQD)

IV-MTR Help Desk
Email
InformedVisibility@usps.gov
Hours
7AM–7PM CT
Monday–Friday
Phone
1-800-238-3150, Option #2

USPS Websites
IV-MTR Application
https://iv.usps.com
Business Customer
Gateway (BCG)
https://gateway.usps.com
PostalPro™
https://postalpro.usps.com/
MQD link on PostalPro™

https://postalpro.usps.com/
mailing/mqd

The Informed Visibility® Mail Tracking & Reporting (IV®-MTR) application enables mailers to receive
uncapped Mail Quality Data (MQD). Detailed error data from the Mailer Scorecard is available for Full
Service, Move Update, eInduction, and Seamless Acceptance. This allows mailers to manage their
own Mail Quality Data and improve processes as it relates to participation in Streamlined Mail Entry
programs.
BACKGROUND HISTORY:
The Mailer Scorecard provides a summary display of error reporting, but accessing the details of the error for
investigation required multiple drills. Drills to access the error details could be limited by capping limits in the
reports.
A Legacy Bulk Error Data process was developed to allow mailers to request their uncapped error detail
information. This required a request to the PostalOne Heldesk and was limited to only Weekly and Monthly data
requests. Because the Legacy process was performed manually the data could be delayed for several days
before it was available for the mailer. Note: The Legacy Bulk Error process will be retired (February 2019) with
the deployment of IV-MTR MQD.
CURRENT STATE:
IV-MTR Mail Quality Data (MQD) resolves challenges mailers experience when investigating errors that reported
on the Mailer Scorecard.
Detailed error and warning data is uncapped. Data can be requested Daily, Weekly, and/or Monthly. Data is
provisioned to the mailer the following day for each frequency type. Monthly data would be provisioned after the
Scorecard is locked on the 11th of the month.

Enrollment Process
1. Register for a BCG
account, if you do not
have one.
2. Log into the BCG.
3. In the left-hand navigation area, click Mailing
Services.
4. In the list of services, find
Informed Visibility, and
click Get Access.
5. Business Service
Administrator (BSA):
Contact the IV-MTR Help
Desk and request the
BSA authorization code.
You will need to provide
your contact information.
6. BSA: Access the
IV-MTR application.
When prompted, enter
the authorization code
and click Submit. The
CRID is successfully set
up within the application.
For detailed instructions, see the Applying for Access to IV-MTR document at
https://postalpro.usps.com/InformedVisibility/ApplyForAccess.
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Establishing Mail Quality Data Feeds
IV-MTR allows mailers to receive Mail Quality Data information via recurring data feeds.

Data Feed (Subscription) (Receive data based on Source Frequency of Daily, Weekly, or Monthly feeds)

1. Create a data feed by selecting
the file format, delivery location,
frequency, and other options.

4. Customize feed by managing the
data fields you need for each feed
and the order they will appear in your
file.

2. Select the entities, meaning the
CRID and Mailer Role for which to
receive Mail Quality Data.

3. Customize feed by selecting the
Program and Error Types.

5. Click Create Feed to complete feed
creation process. Feeds will provision
data the day following your selected
frequency.

Retrieve Data and Managing Data Feed
From the Your Feeds list, users that created a feed for an online download can access their data from the Output History.
Downloads are only available from the IV-MTR application for 7 days.
Users are also able to view/modify their existing feeds from the Your Feeds list.

6. Output History to download the
data for feeds that were created using
the online download option
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7. Modify allows users to make
changes as needed to existing feeds.
To save the changes you must select
“Update Feed”.
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